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ABSTRACT

Accurate water demand forecasting is the key to urban water management and can alleviate system pressure brought by urbanisation, water

scarcity and climate change. However, existing research on water demand forecasting using machine learning is focused on model-centric

approaches, where various forecasting models are tested to improve accuracy. The study undertakes a data-centric machine learning

approach by analysing the impact of training data length, temporal resolution and data uncertainty on forecasting model results. The

models evaluated are Autoregressive (AR) Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), Neural Network (NN), Random Forest (RF) and Prophet.

The first two are commonly used forecasting models. RF has shown similar forecast accuracy to NN but has received less attention. Prophet

is a new model that has not been applied to short-term water demand forecasting, though it has had successful applications in various fields.

The results obtained from four case studies show that (1) data-centric machine learning approaches offer promise for improving forecast

accuracy of short-term water demands; (2) accurate forecasts are possible with short training data; (3) RF and NN models are superior at

forecasting high-temporal resolution data; and (4) data quality improvement can achieve a level of accuracy increase comparable to

model-centric machine learning approaches.

Key words: autoregressive integrated moving average, data-centric machine learning, neural network, prophet, random forecast, short-term

water demand forecasting

HIGHLIGHTS

• Data-centric machine learning approaches offer promise for improving the forecast accuracy of short-term water demands.

• Accurate forecasts are possible with short training data.

• Random forest and neural network models are superior at forecasting high-temporal resolution data.

• Data quality improvements can achieve a level of accuracy increase comparable to model-centric machine learning approaches.

INTRODUCTION

Water demand management is essential for ensuring water security in urban centres, which are increasingly coming under
threat due to urbanisation, water scarcity and climate change. An effective way to mitigate the increasing threat is to
make accurate demand and consumption forecasts, for short, medium and long forecasting horizons; these different horizons

aid utilities with operation, financing and planning-related issues (Donkor et al. 2014). For operational management, short-
term water demand forecasting is vital for pump operation and early leakage detection, which are key to improving service
quality and minimising water loss. For demand forecasting to be successfully used for leakage detection, a high level of accu-

racy is necessary (Wu & Liu 2017).
With an aim to improve the accuracy of short-term water demand forecasting, much of the work has been using model-cen-

tric approaches (Lertpalangsunti et al. 1998; Herrera et al. 2010; Adamowski et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2017; Gagliardi et al.
2017; Chen & Boccelli 2018; Sardinha-Lourenço et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2022). These approaches focus on developing and
adapting models to data, through various approaches including parameter optimisation, alterations to model structure and
ensemble models. For machine learning models with well-defined structures, such as the Prophet (Taylor & Letham 2017)
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and Autoregressive (AR) Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), parameter optimisation has been the core focus when it

comes to model-centric forecast accuracy improvement (Papacharalampous & Tyralis 2018; Weytjens et al. 2019; Menculini
et al. 2021). While parameter optimisation is also employed in more complex models, such as neural network (NN) and
random forest (RF), it is often not the focus of the investigation, as these models can be further improved in the model struc-

ture. Examples such as changes in the number of hidden layers for NN have shown to be effective at improving forecasting
accuracy, but these improvements are gained at the cost of further computational complexity (Adamowski 2008; Ghiassi et al.
2008; Adamowski et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2017; Toharudin et al. 2020). Alternatively, ensemble modelling combines several
forecasting models with either equal or different weights for individual models and this approach draws out the advantages of

individual models, thus achieving higher accuracy compared to individual models (Lertpalangsunti et al. 1998; Grover et al.
2015; Bata et al. 2020).

In contrast to model-centric approaches, data-centric machine learning approaches have received limited attention in the

field of time series forecasting, including short-term water demand forecasting (Fu et al. 2022). The idea of a data-centric
approach has been popularised by Andrew Ng in recent years (DeepLearningAI 2021). The Data-Centric AI Competition
(DeepLearning.AI & Landing AI 2021) followed not long after, where participants were asked to improve a dataset using

data-centric techniques before it is fed to a fixed model and the level of accuracy improvement that can be achieved is eval-
uated. In the research communities, the terms data-centric and data-driven were generally used interchangeably, prior to
Andrew Ng’s definition in 2021. This is evident from many studies that explicitly mentioned the term ‘data-centric’, yet

merely used data for forecasting purposes, the core research focuses still lies with the model or forecasting system (Faeldon
et al. 2014; Grover et al. 2015; Böse et al. 2017). More recently, data-centric approaches were demonstrated more distinctly by
Kang et al. (2021), whereby the research has forgone forecasting models. Instead, they use a large pool of real data from mul-
tiple sources as references. The similarity between the target series (series for forecasting) and the pool of reference series is

measured and a subset of reference series that is most like the target series is chosen for forecasting the target series. However,
a model-less approach is not the sole data-centric method. In this paper, all techniques that adapt data to models to improve
forecast accuracy are considered data-centric approaches. The difference between data-driven and data-centric could then be

noted as simply using data to develop a machine learning model in the former and optimising data to achieve the best model
accuracy in the latter.

In this paper, data-centric machine learning approaches will be tested for short-term water demand forecasting to answer

three questions: (1) How effective are model-centric approaches in improving forecast accuracy?; (2) Does forecast accuracy
correlate with the training data length and data resolution?; and (3) How much data noise can models tolerate?

To answer the above questions, four forecast models are used – ARIMA, NN, RF and Prophet. ARIMA is commonly used as
a benchmark model for comparative purposes (Adamowski et al. 2012; Tiwari & Adamowski 2013; Chen & Boccelli 2018;

Guo et al. 2018; Sardinha-Lourenço et al. 2018). NN is a common model that has demonstrated high forecast accuracy
(Maidment & Miaou 1986; Lertpalangsunti et al. 1998; Adamowski 2008; Ghiassi et al. 2008; Herrera et al. 2010; Ada-
mowski et al. 2012; Tiwari & Adamowski 2013; Gagliardi et al. 2017; Guo et al. 2018). RF has received less attention

compared to ARIMA and NN, but it has been shown to produce similar high forecast accuracy to NN (Herrera et al. 2010;
Chen et al. 2017). Prophet is a relatively new forecasting model developed by Facebook (Taylor & Letham 2017) and it has
yet to be applied to the field of short-term water demand forecasting. These models will be tested through a series of experiments

to answer the three research questions. The demand data used are from four case studies with measured sub-daily water demand
data. This study will help us understand how to optimally use data in the field of short-term water demand forecasting.

METHODS

This section starts with the source of data and then introduces the four forecasting models used: ARIMA, Prophet, NN and
RF. Finally, performance indicators and experimental setups are explained.

Water demand data

The four case studies come from two different sources. Case Study 1 is collected hourly, while the other case studies are col-
lected every 15 min. Some basic statistical information is shown in Table 1; this information includes the number of

individuals or properties served in each case study, data stationarity and overall peaks and troughs. The high- and low- res-
olution data correspond to 15 min and hourly data. Case study 1 is collected on an hourly basis, thus, high-resolution
information is not available (N/A); other case studies are collected every 15 min and the resolution is lowered by combining
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every four data points into an hourly demand. Data stationarity testing can confirm the presence of unit roots in data (Gupta
et al. 2009) and this can be used to determine data trajectory; stationary data means the data have a consistent moving aver-
age (MA). Data stationarity can be confirmed if it has a p-value close to 0 and a large negative Augmented Dickey-Fuller
(ADF) value. As the results show, all datasets are stationary across different temporal resolutions.

The raw datasets have several holiday periods, as well as single or continuous recording errors, these periods are all
excluded from the datasets used for analysis. As a result, the datasets used in this research are without any known special
event, anomaly or holiday effects.

Figure 1 shows an overview and basic analysis of Case Study 1. The MA at 24 (daily) and 168 points (weekly) can be seen in
Figure 1(a). This confirms the daily and weekly seasonality within the demand data. While there is strong daily and weekly
seasonality within the data, Figure 1(c) shows the demand is still highly varied for most of the day. Therefore, forecasting

models are required to make detailed predictions, as highly accurate forecasts would benefit operational management.
Each dataset is split on a 60/40 basis for training and testing. As a result, 1,008 data points from Case Study 1 are used for

training and 672 for testing. The other three case studies have a higher temporal resolution but have similar daily and weekly
seasonality. Compared to 10 weeks of quality data used in Case Study 1, 30 weeks of data are retained for other case studies,

with the higher data resolution and 12,096 and 8,064 data points are used for training and testing, respectively.
Based on the data overview, the number of features used for RF, the number of input neurons for NN and the seasonality

factor for ARIMA are the number of measured demand points in a day. While there exists weekly periodicity, increasing the

number of features for RF and input neurons for NN to weekly measured points would increase exponentially the forecast
model’s complexity.

ARIMA

ARIMA is a statistical model for time series, developed by Box and Jenkins in 1970 (Box George et al. 2015). ARIMA com-
bines AR and MA models with a built-in differencing term.

The AR model assumes that the current state of a time series depends linearly on its past states plus error and the MAmodel

assumes that the current state of a time series depends linearly on its current and past errors. The combination of the two
models is known as the ARMA model, as expressed in the following equation:

yt ¼ f1yt�1 þ . . .þ fpyt�p þ 1t � u11t�1 � . . .� uq1t�q (1)

where yt is the information state at different time t, 1 is error, f and u are AR and MA parameters and p and q are the total

number of AR and MA terms. Equation (1) can be simplified as

fp(B
p)yt ¼ uq(Bq)1t (2)

where B is the backshift operator, it shifts y and 1 backwards in the temporal space.
ARMA models only work on stationary data, where stationarity is defined by data having a constant mean and variance.

Non-stationary data can become stationary by differencing data points. This differencing function can be integrated into the

Table 1 | Statistical information of water demand data used

Case Study Users (individuals/properties)

p-value ADF value Peak (m3) Trough (m3)

High res Low res High res Low res High res Low res High res Low res

1 20,000 individuals N/A 0 N/A �5.8 N/A 110 N/A 9

2 351 properties 0 0 �24.9 �4.9 9.6 34.1 1.1 4.6

3 461 properties 0 0 �28.1 �6.9 12.9 49.2 1.6 6.8

4 669 properties 0 0 �28.7 �4.9 12.4 47.7 1.2 5.2
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ARMA model and the result is known as an ARIMA model, as expressed in the following equation:

fp(B
p)Ddyt ¼ uq(Bq)1t (3)

where D is the differencing factor and d is the degree of difference.
The basic ARIMA model is presented in the form of ARIMA(p,d,q), where p, d and q, respectively, represent the number of

past data points, the order of differencing and the total number of current and past error terms.

For data with a strong sense of seasonality or trend, seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) can be employed and the parameters are
expanded to include seasonal factors in the following equation.

FP(BsP)fp(B
p)DD

s D
dyt ¼ QQ(BsQ)uq(Bq)1t (4)

where s is the period of a known seasonality and P, D and Q, respectively, represent the AR, differentiation and MA terms of

the seasonality, like their respective lower-case counterparts. The SARIMAmodel is presented in the form of SARIMA(p,d,q)(P,D,Q)s.
The seven parameters for SARIMA can be estimated through a series of visual and statistical tests. An initial autocorrela-

tion and partial autocorrelation plot for the case studies confirm the strong daily data periodicity; thus the daily seasonal

factor is chosen for all case studies. To eliminate the seasonality, the seasonal differencing factor D is chosen to be 1. The
visual analysis shows that there is strong stability in the daily MA in all case studies, suggesting that the seasonal AR and
MA factors P and Q are not necessary, thus both are 0.

Figure 1 | Raw data plots of Case Study 1, (a) full demand data, with MA of 24 and 168 h; (b) averaged weekly demand data; and (c) daily
demand data with median and percentiles (25 and 75%).
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Once the seasonal parameters are determined, the lower-case parameters can be estimated. Data stationarity first needs to

be confirmed by reviewing the presence of unit roots in data (Gupta et al. 2009). The respective ADF values for the four case
studies after seasonal differencing are �11.7, �20.6, �22.2 and �19.4, all values are well below the critical value of �3.4 at
1%. The p-values are 0 for all case studies. The ADF test shows that all four case studies are stationary, thus d is estimated to

be 0. The AR and MA factors can be estimated by data autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation plots. The plots suggest that
the p and q values should be 3 and 0, respectively, for all case studies.

The SARIMA (3,0,0)(0,1,0)24/96 model is tested in Python using ‘SARIMAX’ from the ‘statsmodels’ library. The estimated p
and q terms will be further tested through grid search using data from Case Study 1 to confirm these are the optimal pair.

Prophet

Prophet is a modular regression model for time series forecasting, developed by the Facebook research team (Taylor &

Letham 2017). In the original paper, the number of events created on Facebook is used as source data to compare the forecast
performance of Prophet, ARIMA, Exponential Smoothing and Random Walk. The results have shown that Prophet is
superior to all other models tested.

Prophet works by decomposing any given time series into three main components, including trend, seasonality and holiday
effects, as expressed in the following equation:

yt ¼ Gt þ St þHt þ 1t (5)

where y is the demand, G is the trend, S is the seasonality, H is the holiday effect and 1 is the error associated with each time
step.

The trend can be modelled as a linear function (Equation (6)) or a non-linear saturating growth (Equation (7)):

Gt ¼ (kþ atd)(tþ (mþ atg)) (6)

Gt ¼ Ct

1þ e�(kþatd)(t�(mþatg))
(7)

where k is the growth rate, a is a binary value indicating the presence of the effect from change point t, d is the change rate
adjustment, m is the offset parameter and g is the continuation factor. The non-linear saturating growth model of trend is an
extension of the linear trend with the addition of a carrying capacity C.

The seasonality is modelled using Fourier series. It is incorporated as an additive component, but can be modified to be a
multiplicative component through the log transformation of the original data as in the following equation:

St ¼
XN
nþ1

an cos
2pnt
P

þ bn sin
2pnt
P

� �
(8)

where P is the regular data period and the choice of N for different periods is automatically selected through the built-in selec-

tion procedure.
The holiday components are fitted as lists of dates with predictable changes. The dates for recurring events without regular

periods are given as lists and each holiday is given a parameter to signal its effect. The chosen case studies are all without

holiday impacts, thus no date is given.
In terms of input parameters, Prophet can make forecasts without any parameter input. However, the key parameter – the

number of change points and its scale – will be tested through grid search using data from Case Study 1 to determine its
impact and the optimal pairing. The Prophet package is available in both R and Python, and the Python Prophet package

is used in this research.

Neural network

NN and its variations have been widely applied to water demand forecasting (Tiwari & Adamowski 2013; Guo et al. 2018).
The most common NN consists of three layers and is trained through iterations of feed-forward and back propagation
processes.
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The three-layer structure consists of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer; each layer consists of a set number

of neurons and each layer is connected to the subsequent layer via a transfer function:

hj ¼ f
Xn0

i¼0

wijxi þw0j

 !
(9)

where hj represent neurons of the middle or output layer, xi is the neuron of the previous layer, wij and w0j are connecting

weights and biases between hj and xi, while f signifies the transfer function between the layers.
The NN model used in this research is a three-layer feed-forward model with back propagation. The model is applied using

‘MLPRegressor’ from the ‘sklearn’ library in Python. Available numerical parameters are all investigated using Case Study 1
to determine optimal parameter settings for further experiments.

Random forest

RF is formed by combining multiple tree predictors, RF can perform classification and regression predictions (Breiman 2001).

When RF is applied to regression tasks, the result is the mean output among all trees in the forest. Individual trees differ from
each other because of the bootstrap sampling process. A forest of multiple trees can reduce over fitting and is less prone to
noise, due to the Law of Large Numbers.

Because of the bootstrap sampling process, each tree predictor is trained on a unique subset of data, thus predicting differ-

ent results from each other. Individual trees are grown through an iterative node-splitting process, each node split divides
samples (bootstrapped subset) into two regions. The goal of each node split is to minimise the errors in the resultant
binary regions and the error can be calculated as the following equation:

E ¼
X
y[R1

(y� ŷR1
)2þ

X
y[R2

(y� ŷR2
)2 (10)

where R1 and R2 correspond to individual binary regions after a node split; y is present feature value within each correspond-

ing binary region; ŷR1 and ŷR2 are the mean feature values in the corresponding binary region. The order of features selected
for node split is based on the features’ impact on E. The node-splitting process is repeated until all features are used or until a
pre-determined condition is met.

The RF model used in this research is the ‘RandomForestRegressor’ from the ‘sklearn’ library within Python. Available
numerical parameters are first investigated using Case Study 1 to determine optimal parameter settings for further
experiments.

Performance indicators

There are many measures to determine the performance of forecasting models. These include mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) (Bakker et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2017; Taylor & Letham 2017; Sardinha-Lourenço et al. 2018), root mean squared

error (RMSE) (Chen & Boccelli 2018) and coefficient of determination (R2) (Adamowski 2008; Bakker et al. 2013; Chen &
Boccelli 2018).

This study has chosen to use RMSE and R2 to measure model accuracy. RMSE focuses on measured and forecast demand

error residual and R2 focuses on measured and forecast demand correlation. While there are several different expressions of
R2, a detailed analysis of all expressions (Kvalseth 1985) recommends the use of an R2 indicator in Equation (12). The
expressions for RMSE and R2 used in this research are shown in the following equations:

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX (yo � yf)

2

n

s
(11)

R2 ¼ 1�
X (yo � yf)

2

(yo � yo)
2 (12)

where n is the number of samples, yo is the observed values, yf is the forecasted values and yo is the mean observed value.
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While both RMSE and MAPE measure residual/error, RMSE is chosen because it is not affected by the size of the

measured values. In comparison, MAPE gives high-measured values a greater degree of error leniency over low-measured
values. Since short-term water demand data experience clear seasonality and knowing daily peak and trough demand are
equally important, the high-value bias in MAPE is unnecessary. The RMSE value depends on the scale of data used, thus,

there is no upper limit, but it does have a lower limit of 0.
The choice R2 is a dimensionless measure, with an upper limit of 1. While the R2 selected has no lower limit, the intuitive

understanding is that any negative R2 values would indicate that a model is worse than the observed mean, which renders
models with negative R2 statistically insignificant. Additionally, the selected R2 is identical to the Nash–Sutcliffe Efficient

Coefficient (NSE) (Gagliardi et al. 2017; Tyralis & Papacharalampous 2018), which is commonly used in water-related
research.

Experiment set up

To evaluate the practicality of data-centric machine learning approaches, four experiments are designed to determine differ-

ent aspects of their performance.
The first experiment aims to establish the effect of basic model-centric approaches on forecast accuracy, which addresses

the first research question. This is done by evaluating the model parameters available for tuning. Prophet and SARIMA have a

limited number of parameters available for tuning. Prophet has four parameters, but three overlap with each other; thus, only
two parameters warrant investigation. SARIMA has seven parameters, the seasonality, differencing and seasonal differencing
factors are fixed and the seasonal AR and MA factors are 0 as all case studies have a near-constant MA, thus only two par-
ameters warrant investigations. In comparison, NN and RF have multiple tuneable numerical parameters. Therefore, all

numerical parameters for NN and RF are first tested individually, using Case Study 1; from these results, two crucial par-
ameters are selected for having the most significant effect on forecast accuracy. As this paper focuses on data-centric
approaches, only two parameters are selected for each model for sampling analysis to demonstrate the effect of the basic

model-centric machine learning approach.
The two selected parameters for NN and RF are carried forward and further investigated through sampling, along with two

parameters each from Prophet and SARIMA, using Case Studies 1 and 2. For each test in Experiment 1, 60% of data are used

for training and 40% for testing. The forecast horizon is set to 1 day (24 points for Case Study 1 and 96 for Case Study 2). After
each forecast, a moving window is employed to move along the training and forecasting data forward by a day, to ensure the
training data used is always 60% of the full data length prior to the point of the forecast. The model is then retrained and a
new forecast is made; this retraining process is repeated for each forecast horizon until 40% of data is forecasted. The accu-

racy is then recorded between the 40% of data and its corresponding forecast.
The second and third experiments aim to establish the effect training data length and data resolution have on the forecast

accuracy of different models, which are related to the second research question. This could eliminate the need for potentially

large training data sets and define the optimal model choice based on data type and accuracy requirements.
For Experiments 2 and 3, the setup used is the same as for Experiment 1. The total data length used is 10 weeks for Case

Study 1 and 30 weeks for others; the forecast horizon is 1 day; the testing period is 40% of the total data; and lastly, a moving

window is used to maintain a consistent training length for each forecast.
Experiment 2 will investigate the effect of lengthening the training data length, starting at 2 days, with an increment of 1 day

each time, up to 28 days of training data. This will determine if forecast accuracy correlates with training data length or if less

can be beneficial. Experiment 2 will be applied to all case studies.
Experiment 3 will investigate the effect of data resolution. This experiment is only applied to Case Studies 2, 3 and 4, as

Case Study 1 involves lower-resolution data. For the case studies tested, the data were aggregated using 30, 60 and 120
min-long steps by taking the MA of the raw data. Forecasts are made for each new data set and the average forecast accuracy

is compared with the original data.
The final experiment aims to determine how well each model tolerates noise; this will address the third research question.

A scaled Gaussian noise is added to the training data; the scale is set to be between 0 and 50% of the average data value. The

number of forecasts made is significantly higher for this experiment because: (1) each model is repeated for each noise level
and (2) each noise level is repeated ten times, due to the random nature of the added noise. To reduce the computation time,
the forecast horizon is increased to 7 days and the noise scale increment is 5% for the case studies.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Parameter analysis

Using Case Study 1, the numerical parameters for RF and NN are considered for evaluation. Based on this result, the two

parameters with the most significant effect on accuracy will be selected for detailed sampling analysis.
As Prophet and ARIMA have only two core parameters each, they can be subject to sampling without initial parameter

analysis.

Figure 2 shows the effect different numerical parameters have on forecast accuracy for NN and RF. In all figures, the y-axis
shows the forecast accuracy and the x-axis shows the selected parameter orders (a detailed selection of parameter scale and
values is provided in Appendix A).

Figure 2 | Initial parameter analysis of all available numerical parameters for NN and RF.
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From Figure 2, the top panels show accuracy results for NN and the bottom for RF; the left is R2 accuracy and the right is

RMSE accuracy. The y-axis of the R2 accuracy result is limited between 0 and 1, as beyond these limits is either impossible or
insignificant. The examinable feature results from the left (R2) and comparable result from the right (RMSE) are all in agree-
ment, where the R2 and RMSE results negatively correlate with each other. This suggests that poor-performing results are less

accurate in terms of correlation and bias and residual.
The list of numerical parameters analysed in Figure 2 can be separated into two categories – model complexity and early

stopping mechanism. Most parameters produce the highest accuracy with default parameter values, only the parameter that
relates to model complexity (maximum feature for RF and hidden layer size and NN) varies significantly around default,

suggesting a need for further investigation. Along with this, the maximum depth for RF and the maximum iteration for
NN are also selected as the representative early stopping mechanisms, as the effect of these two parameters does not peak
at the default value and is more comprehensible than other parameters with the same aim.

From the results of the initial parameter analysis, the selected parameters for sampling analysis for NN are the hidden layer
size and maximum iteration; for RF, the maximum feature count and maximum depth. The main parameters for sampling
analysis for ARIMA are p and q coefficients relating to the MA and AR parameters and for Prophet they are the number

of change points and the change point scale.
Table 2 shows the selected sampling parameters and the chosen investigation range for the two case studies (as Case

Studies 2, 3 and 4 are similar in resolution and data length, investigation on parameter choice is only performed on Case

Study 2).
There are several differences between the ranges of selected parameters for the two case studies: (1) the number of change

points for Prophet is lower for Case Study 1 because the data record is shorter; the two maximum numbers of change points
are set to be the number of days and weeks within the training data, setting the change points to be intuitively understood and

(2) both parameters for RF and the hidden layer size for NN are lower for Case Study 1 because the size of these parameters
correlates with the input of each training model, while both models consider a full day’s data as input, the number of points in
a day in Case Study 1 is 24 compared to 96 in all others.

Figure 3 shows the accuracy results for parameter sampling for Case Studies 1 and 2. The heading above each figure in
the top panels indicates the model used per column and the left headings for each figure in the left panels indicate the
case study and accuracy measure per row. The axis headings and values for each panel show the feature and value

sampled, as detailed in Table 2. The shade corresponds with accuracy levels, where lighter shades correspond with
higher accuracy and vice versa. The text in each panel shows the accuracy values, rounded to two decimal places.
Each panel also has three highlighted (bold) values; these correspond with the three most accurate forecasts within
each panel.

The sampling analysis finds that R2 and RMSE show agreeable findings, where the parameter pair that produces higher
R2 accuracy also produces lower RMSE accuracy, which suggests that forecasts are accurate both in terms of correlation
and bias.

The panels in the first and second columns show that for short-term water demand data, Prophet and ARIMA produce con-
sistent forecasts, independent of parameter pairings; only extreme parameter choices have a slightly negative impact on
accuracy for these models. RF too is not overly dependent on parameter choice, though a feature count equal to half of

the features available and a small minimum sample split tend to produce slightly better results. The parameters in NN do

Table 2 | Parameter choice and analysed values for different models

Model Parameter Case Study 1 Case Study 2

Prophet Number of change points 1,2,3,6,42 1,2,3,18,126
Change point prior scale 0.0005,0.005,0.05,0.5,5 0.0005,0.005,0.05,0.5,5

ARIMA p 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 0, 1, 2, 3, 4
q 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 0, 1, 2, 3, 4

RF Maximum feature 1,6,12,18,24 1,24,48,72,96
Minimum sample split 2,4,6,8,10 4,13,22,31,40

NN Hidden layer node count 12, 24, 48, 96, 192 24, 48, 96, 192, 384
Maximum iteration 50, 100, 200, 400, 800 50, 100, 200, 400, 800
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play a more significant role, where the higher computational complexity does result in a more accurate result, but the accu-

racy plateaus when the maximum iteration is 800 and the hidden layer size is more than double the number of features.
The parameter analysis results from the two case studies show that the model-centric approach of optimising parameters

for datasets has a limited effect or when it does, the optimal values can be generalised. This holds true for stable data such as

short-term water demand.

Training data length analysis

While there is sufficient quality data available in all case studies analysed, this may not be the case for real-life forecasting
cases. Experiment 2 aims to establish a baseline for data required for each model to make a sufficiently accurate forecast.

Figure 3 | Sampling analysis for Case Studies 1 and 2.
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The parameter values used were selected from Experiment 1. The effect of training data length can be visualised by varying

the amount of training data used, starting at 2 days with an increment of 1 day each time, up until 28 days. This is applied to
all case studies.

The experiments are repeated 10 times each for RF and NN, as these models are initialised with random weights. The

repeats aim to identify and exclude outliers. With the 10 repeated results, a boxplot is drawn for RF and NN to show both
the accuracy increase and variance decrease in response to the increased training length. Prophet and ARIMA achieve
the same forecast with the same parameters, thus a single line is drawn for each training set.

Figure 4 shows how the forecast accuracy reacts to reduced training data length for all case studies. The x-axis represents
the length of data used for training, measured in days, and the y-axis represents the forecast accuracy (left panels for R2 and

Figure 4 | Training data length analysis.
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right panels for RMSE). The grey line in all figures corresponds to the accuracy level achieved by the Naïve method, where all

demands in the forecast period are assumed to be equal to the demand from the same time on the previous day. It needs to be
noted that ARIMA has similar forecast accuracy to the Naïve method in most cases; thus, the lines overlap once ARIMA
plateaus.

Like Experiment 1, the R2 and RMSE negatively correlate with each other, suggesting that forecasts with low accuracy are
underperforming in both correlation and bias. Because of this correlation, all accuracy discussions that follow will not dis-
tinguish between R2 and RMSE, unless specific accuracy values require discussion.

From Figure 4, the results from the top panels for Case Study 1 show that all models approach their optimal accuracy level

with 10 days of training data, with only NN showing a significant further improvement, both in terms of accuracy and model
stability (variance decrease). Prophet and ARIMA produce similar forecast accuracy when plateaus are reached.

Panels from rows 2, 3 and 4 show that there is a periodicity in how result accuracy changes with increased training length in

all models for Case Studies 2, 3 and 4. The period identified is 7 days and the first peak appears on days 8 or 9, depending on
the forecasting model.

RF and NN have reached their first local peak on day 9, then each subsequent local peak is reached 7 days after the pre-

vious peak. The improved results for 2 days beyond n whole weeks could be explained by the importance of weekend
information. As Saturday and Sunday have slightly different demand patterns, two additional days of training data can
improve the weekend forecast, especially when the training data are short. The accuracy oscillation effect diminishes with

longer training data. Overall, RF has shown to be more accurate and stable compared to NN and it has reached a stable
peak at 9 days compared to 25 days for NN.

In contrast, Prophet has reached global optimum at first accuracy peak at 8 days. The accuracy then oscillates around the
Naïve method level, peaking every 7 days after day 8; however, the average accuracy slowly decreases with increased training

data length. This effect can be explained by reviewing the Prophet model’s structure. Due to Prophet’s additive nature, the
seasonal trends remain consistent. The overall trend change in the testing period follows the trend change frequency detected
in the training period. Since short-term water demand does not experience significant overall trend change, prolonged train-

ing data would introduce unnecessary change points and could cause over fitting in the testing data. Additionally, shorter
training data means that the training data more closely relates to the testing data in the temporal space. The first local
peak in forecast accuracy for Prophet should be taken as the global peak.

For ARIMA, all results lie closely to the Naïve method, suggesting its seasonal factor played the most significant role in the
forecast model and the remaining parameters had little effect.

The oscillation effect in Prophet, NN and RF suggests that more training data may have a negative effect on forecast accu-
racy. This is especially true when training data is limited; knowing the right amount of data to train models based on model

character and data periodicity is more important in improving forecast accuracy. This analysis suggests that weekly or less
frequent data features have a minimal impact on model forecast accuracy, models that consider these features, such as
ARIMA and Prophet, pose no advantage to models that do not.

Temporal resolution analysis

Another point of interest is to review how different models react to decreased data temporal resolution. Since decreasing data
resolution is done by taking the MA of the original data, the new low-resolution demand record is a smoother version of the
original demand series; thus, the results shed light on how each model would react to extreme points in data. As Case Study 1

already has lower data resolution and a shorter total data length, it is excluded from this experiment. The other three case
studies are analysed here by aggregating up every n-demand value (n values of 1, 2, 4 and 8 correspond to 15, 30, 60 and
120 min sample rates, respectively). The lowered resolution data series are forecasted and compared to the original data.

Figure 5 shows how the forecasting models react to reduced data resolutions for Case Studies 2, 3 and 4. The R2 measure is

unit free, but the RMSE does have a unit, which correlates with the size of the measured demands. Since the lower-resolution
datasets are generated by aggregating high-resolution data, the RMSE values at different resolutions cannot be directly com-
pared. As a result, each RMSE result shown in the right panels of Figure 4 is divided by the number of aggregating points,

namely 1, 2, 4 and 8, for 15, 30, 60 and 120 min sample rates, respectively.
Like previous experiments, the R2 and RMSE results negatively correlate with each other, thus, the R2 and RMSE results in

Figure 5 will be jointly discussed. The results all show that the forecast accuracy increased with decreasing data resolution for
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Prophet, ARIMA and the Naïve method forecasting (accuracy overlaps with ARIMA results), and the opposite is true for RF
and NN.

The model reaction difference to resolution can be explained by reviewing the model structural differences. Prophet and
ARIMA can both be viewed as holistic forecasting models, where an overview of the data is drawn and used, whereas RF
and NN build models by reviewing data relationships modularly, without any overview. Lower-resolution demand is gener-
ated by taking the MA of the original demand; thus, the peaks are less pronounced. Modular forecasting models such as RF

and NN allow more flexibility in forecasting data peaks. As a result, RF and NN are better at forecasting high-resolution data
compared to Prophet and ARIMA.

It is worth noting that while the forecast accuracy improved for Prophet and ARIMA when the resolution was decreased, it

was at best on par with the Naïve method, still far worse than RF and NN. This analysis indicates that the holistic models
(ARIMA and Prophet) are inferior for short-term water demand forecasting. Combining this with the results from the previous
experiment, it can be generalised that for sub-daily water demand forecasting, daily data feature plays a key role and features

Figure 5 | Data resolution analysis.
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that are weekly or less frequent have minimal impact. However, the impact of less frequent seasonal factors increases with the

decrease in data temporal resolution.

Data uncertainty analysis

The final experiment aims to determine the impact of data uncertainty. This is done by forecasting using noisy data for train-

ing. The noise is added by generating Gaussian noise from the training data with the mean noise 0 and a varied scale (between
0 and 50% of average demand).

Figure 6 shows the impact of noisy data on all case studies. The left panel shows R2 accuracy, while the right panel shows
RMSE accuracy. As it has been with R2 and RMSE comparisons in previous experiments, the R2 and RMSE accuracy

Figure 6 | Uncertainty analysis.
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negatively correlate with each other, suggesting that better forecasting results are superior in both correlation and residuals.

Therefore, subsequent discussions of accuracy will be done in terms of more and less accuracy when comparing methods or
case studies.

The uncertainty results show that the impact of data noise differs greatly between models, with the most significantly

affected being ARIMA and the least being Prophet. All figures show that Prophet can maintain the same level of accuracy
regardless of noise, albeit the accuracy variance slightly increases towards a higher noise level. While Prophet has inferior
accuracy using training data without noise, its robustness allows it to eventually outperform all other models.

While RF and NN eventually fall below Prophet, the rate of accuracy reduction differs for RF and NN. RF models show a

consistent accuracy decrease regardless of the noise level. In contrast, NN models’ performance drops slowly at low noise
levels and then the rate of drop accelerates rapidly when the noise level is higher than 20%. Both models show significant
forecast variance at high noise levels.

The findings show that data quality is of great importance to most forecasting models. For NN and RF models, a 10% data quality
improvement would raise the R2 accuracy level by 0.05. This shows that superior forecasting models are sensitive to data quality.

CONCLUSIONS

Short-term demand forecasting is particularly useful for operation management and, for example, could be used for leak

detection. In this work, four models, including three often used models – ARIMA, RF and NN, and one relatively new
model, Prophet – are compared to determine the advantages of data-centric approaches in the field of short-term water
demand forecasting.

The results show that all models can make highly accurate forecasts, both in terms of R2 and RMSE. While all models have

proven their ability in their application in the field of short-term water demand forecasting, the performance of different
models varies with the same data set, with RF consistently producing forecasts with the highest R2 and lowest RMSE.
This implies that appropriate model choice is an important first step in ensuring accurate forecasts.

The parameter analysis has shown that most models are insensitive to parameters in most cases. This is especially true for
Prophet, ARIMA and RF; for ARIMA and RF, knowing the data seasonality is more important than searching for optimal
parameter values. While NN is significantly affected by the number of neurons in the hidden layer, its choice can be gener-

alised to twice the number of inputs. These results imply that efforts in model calibration can be minimised for short-term
water demand forecasting. The high accuracy and lack of parameter effect confirm that data-centric approaches warrant
more investigation than model-centric approaches.

The training data length analysis has shown that more data does not necessarily provide better forecasts. This is especially

true when using Prophet to forecast short-term water demands. The accuracy oscillations in Prophet, RF and NN suggest that
when using shorter training data, high accuracy can still be achieved when using the right amount of training data. This study
found that when using small training datasets, the optimal training data length is 1 day more than n whole weeks for Prophet

and 2 days more than n whole weeks for RF and NN. Prophet performs better with shorter training data, for cases where data
have little long-term value shift, such as short-term water demands.

When considering data temporal resolution and forecasting model pairing, RF and NN are better for high-resolution data,

while ARIMA and Prophet are better for low-resolution. Due to the data used in this research, the resolution effect is present
but varies for different models. This implies the significance of analysing data temporal resolution in the development of
machine learning. This finding needs to be further confirmed by doing similar tests on short- to medium-term water

demand predictions.
The findings from training data length analysis and data temporal resolution analysis show that daily data features play the

most significant role in short-term water demand forecasting, while data features that are present with a frequency of weekly
or less have a minimal impact. Therefore, models such as Prophet and ARIMA that consider longer-term seasonal factors

have no advantage over other models and RF and NN that focus on near-term demand are more suitable.
Lastly, data quality is shown to have a significant impact on forecast accuracy in most models. Although Prophet has shown

that it is immune to data noise, it has produced lower accuracy forecasts compared to other models with uncorrupted data. RF

and NN data uncertainty testing has shown that 10% data quality improvement can improve R2 by 0.05. This shows that high-
accuracy forecasting models are sensitive to data quality and data quality improvements can offer similar accuracy improve-
ment to that of complex model-centric approaches.
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Overall, data-centric machine learning approaches hold great potential in improving the accuracy of short-term water

demand forecasting. In addition to improving data quality, a data-centric approach also considers how to make the best
use of data. In this research, training data length, data resolution and data uncertainty are analysed under the data-centric
approach framework. The results have shown that these aspects have a greater impact compared to model tuning, which

is an aspect of the model-centric approach. Further research could investigate other aspects of data-centric machine learning
approaches to improve forecast accuracy and reduce computation costs.
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